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ABSTRACT.   Let S(f) denote the subspace of L°°(Rn) consisting of

those real valued functions / for which

lim - L,   r) f(y) dy = f(x)
r-*> \B(x, r)\   "(X'n

for all x in Rn and let L(f) be the subspace of S(f) consisting of the approxi-

mately continuous functions.     A number of results concerning the existence

of functions in S(f) and L(f) with special properties are obtained.  The extreme

points of the unit balls of both spaces are characterized and it is shown that

L(f) is not a dual space.  As a preliminary step, it is shown that if E is a Gg

set of measure 0 in Rn, then the complement of E can be decomposed into a

collection of closed sets in a particularly useful way.

Introduction.  Let L^(R") denote the space of all real valued L°°(R")

functions.  If / is in Lr(R") and if E is a measurable subset of R", let J(f, E)

denote fE f.  For each / in L^(Rn) define:

L(f) = {x G7?"|lim (J(\f-f(x)\, B(x, r))/\B(x, r)\) = o\

where 7i(x, r) = {y E R" \\y - x\ < r}, i.e. L(f) is the Lebesgue set of/.

S(f)={xER"\\im(J(f, B(x, r))l\B(x, r)\) =/(x)|.

Let S(n, T) be the subspace of L^(Rn) consisting of those functions / for

which S(f) = 7?", and let L(n, T) be the subspace of L^(Rn) consisting of those

functions for which L(f) = Rn.

A function/in VR\Rn) is defined to be approximately continuous at x

if x is a point of density of {y\\f(y) -/(x)l < e} for every e > 0. It is easy to

see that L(n, T) consists precisely of those functions in L^(Rn) which are ap-

proximately continuous at each point of 7?". An example of a function which

is in S(n, T) but not in L(n, T) is the function
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( sin(l/lxl"),      x*0,
/(*) =

(O, x = 0.

The same example shows that S(n, T) is not an algebra, whereas it is

readily shown that L(n, T) is an algebra.

In this paper a number of results will be obtained about the existence of

functions in S(n, T) and L(n, T) which have special properties. The extreme

points of the unit balls of these spaces will also be characterized. In the case of

L(n, T) it will be shown that there are only two such extreme points.

The proofs depend primarily on the fact that if F is a G& subset of mea-

sure 0 contained in R", then F, the complement of F, can be decomposed in a

special way into a collection of closed sets {"I\}\>i so that the function p

defined in Rn by

(0, x £ F,
tix) =

(l/infx{Xljte*x},      x$E,

is approximately continuous and has a number of other useful properties. It

will first be shown how to obtain such a decomposition of F'. The procedure

used generalizes a method developed by Zygmunt Zahorski for obtaining a de-

composition of the complement of a G6 set of measure 0 contained in the open

interval (0, 1) [2].'

The work presented here was done as part of a Ph.D. thesis under the

guidance of Professor Lee Rubel of the University of Illinois.

Inverse Zahorski functions.

Lemma 1.   Let Mx and M2 be two bounded measurable subsets ofRn

with measures ux and u2 respectively. Suppose that M2 is a closed subset of

Mx consisting only of points of density of Mx.  Then for every positive number

p, there is a closed setMp with M2 CM  CMx satisfying:

(1) Every point ofM2 is a point of density ofMp and every point of M

is a point of density ofMx.

(2) \Mp\>u2+(l-2-1-p)(ux-u2).

(3) Let x E M2, and let e be an arbitrary number in (0, 1). 7/r is any

positive number for which (\MX n B(x, r)\/\B(x, r)\)> I - e, then

(\Mp nB(x,r)\/\B(x,r)\)>l-e-2""-p+c"

for every positive integer m for which r < l/m, where cnis a constant which de-

pends only on the dimension n.

Proof.   H. Whitney has shown that since M2 is closed, M^ is a countable

union of closed cubes Qk with disjoint interiors, where these cubes may be

chosen so that the following conditions hold:
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(1) diam Qk < dist(ßfc, M2) < 4 diam Qk.

(2) If ß£ is the cube with the same center as Qk and expanded by a factor

1 + e (0 < e < &, e fixed), then ßjj is contained in the union of all the cubes

which touch Qk.

(3) For each cube Qk there are at most N = (12)" cubes which touch

Qk [1, pp. 167-169].
A cube Qk will be said to be of class m, ma positive integer, if either

(l/(m + 1)) < diam Qk < (1/m) or m < diam Qk < m + 1. If Qk is of class

m and if \Qk C\ Mx I > 0, let Ffc be a closed subset of Qk n Mx consisting only

of points of density of Mx, with \Fk I > \Qk n Mx 1(1 - 2~m_p). Set Mp =

M2 Vk Fk.

It will be shown that M  satisfies all the required conditions. First, M is

closed, for if {qm }m>1 is a convergent sequence in M , say qm —► q, and if

q$.M2, then q is in some cube Qs and some neighborhood of q is contained in

ßj. Since ß* is contained in the union of at most A' cubes Qk, this neighborhood

is contained in the union of at most N cubes. Thus for m sufficiently large, say

m>M,{qm }m->M *s contained in at most TV of the sets Fk. Since this union

is closed, q is in some Fk and hence M  is closed.

By construction, each point of Afp is a point of density of Mx. It will now

be shown that each point of M2 is a point of density of M . The proof will be

such that (3) will be proved simultaneously.

Let x be in M2. Let e be an arbitrary number in (0, 1) and let m be an

arbitrary positive integer. Since, by assumption, x is a point of density of Mx,

there is a 0 < 5 < 1/m such that for r < 5, (I7i(x, r) nMx \/\B(x, r)\) > 1 - e.

Set

d(x, r) = (\MX n B(x, r)\/\B(x, r)\) - (\Mp n B(x, r)\l\B(x, r)\).

It will be shown that d(x, r) < 2~m~p+c".    From this it follows that

(lMp n B(x, r)\l\B(x, r)\) > 1 - e - 2~p+c"-m, which verifies (1) since e and

m were arbitrary.

The proof that d(x, r) < 2~m~p+cn will depend only on the fact that m

is a positive integer for which r < 1/m. Thus (3) will also be proved.

Let K be the set of all integers for which Qk has nonempty intersection

with the boundary of 7?(x, r) and set

A= U   Qk>   Ax=AnB(x,r);   A2 = A nB(x, r)';
fcex

$= lAípn,4l/IAí, CtA\if\Mx D^l>0, $= lif \MX H^l = 0;

%x = \MpC\Ax\l\Mx n >4 ! I if \MX n^!l>0,   %x = 1 if \MX 0^1 = 0;
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|2 = \Mp n A2\l\Mx n A21 if IMj nyi21 > 0,   $2 = l if \MXC\A2\ = 0.

We have

¿(x,r) = (l/l5(x,r)l)j     £      Iß^ flM,)-Ffcl + l(M, -Mp) HAX l[.
(2fcCB(x,r) )

Since diam Qk < dist(ßfc, M2) <r< l/m for each cube Qk which intersects

F(x, r), \(Qkr,Mx)-Fk\< 2_m_p If2fc HA/J, and thus

d(x, r) < (1/I5(x, r)l) J2"m-p       £       lßfc nAf11 + 1^ -Ai ) n,4, if.
f QkCB(x,r) )

Thus if lAfj n yi j I = 0, d(x, r) < 2_m_p.

Suppose \MX n A j I > 0.  Observe that

d(x, r) < (l/lF(x, r)l) ]2-'"-p       £       Iß* CiMl I + (1 - SX)\MX C\AX\\
( QkCB(x,r) )

The object of the calculations which follow is to show that 1 - %x

< 2~m-p{ 1 + (\A2 \I\MX n Ax I)}.

By solving the equation £ \MX n AI = %x \MX n Ax I + |2 \MX C\A2\ for

|j and observing that \MX CiA2\ = lAf j f~l Ax I + lAij n yl21, we obtain

Si =S-(S2|Mi H^jl-llMj r\A2\)l\Mx C\AX\.

Since lFk I > lßfc PiAÍ, 1(1 - 2"m_p) for each Qk which intersects 5(x, r),

lA7p n AI > (1 - 2~m-p)lA71 r\A\ and £> I- 2_m_p. Thus

|x > 1 - 2_m_p - {(52 - (1 - 2_m-p))/IA7I r\Ax\}\Mxr\A2\.

Since 0 < £2 < 1 and \MX nA2\< \A2\,

?, > 1 -2"m-p - 2_m-pU2\/\MxnAx\,

and

i-ç1<2-m-p{i + (1^1/1^ nAx\)}.

It follows that

d(x, r) < 2_m_p{ 1 + { \MX n ^ 1(1 + (\A2 \t\Mx n ^ l))}/lF(x, r)l}

<2-m-p{2 + (U2l/lF(x, r)l)}.

Since diam Qk < r for each ßfc which intersects F(x, r),A2 C 5(x, 2r) -

77(x, r). Thus,

(U21/I77(x, r)l) < (l/lF(x, r)l)(lF(x, 2r)l - I5(x, r)l).
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The number dn = (1/I5(x, r)l)(l5(x, 2r)l - l5(x, r)\) depends only on n and

d(x, r) < 2_m-P(2 + dn) < 2_m-p+c", where 2C« = 2 + dn. Therefore, (1)

and (3) both hold.

Finally,

\Mp\ = \M21 + £ \Fk\ > u2 +Z lßfc n Mx 1(1 - 2~m-p)

> u2 + (1 - 2~x~p) Ç lßfc n M, I = u2 + (1 - 2-1-')(«1 - «2),

so that (2) also holds. Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.  For each G6 set E, of measure 0 in R", there is an in-

creasing sequence of compact sets {Fk }k> x with I i>fc I > k such that E' =

Uk ®k and \B(x, r) n $k+x I/I7i(x, r)\ > 1 - 2-mHfc+c» whenever xE% and

r<il¡m, ma positive integer.

Proof. Since E is a (76 of measure 0, there exists an increasing sequence

of closed sets {Fk}k>1 with E' = \Jk>1 Fk. Let {ak}k>1 be a strictly in-

creasing sequence of positive numbers for which 15(0, afc)l > (1/(1 - 2"*)) •

(k - 2~k) and for which ak+x - afc is greater than 1 for all k. Let Px be any

closed subset of E' n B(0, ax) for which \PX I > 1 and set *j = 5, U (Fx n

7i(0, ax)).
Since*! C7i"n5(0,a2)and I4>x l + (l -2_2)(l5(0,a2)l- I*,, l)>2,the

preceding lemma implies that there is a closed set P2 of measure greater than 2 with

ijCPjCf'n 5(0, a2) which satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the lemma,

withM2 = $X,MX = E'nB(Q,a2) andp = 1.

For each x in i>j and r < 1, 5(x, r) C 5(0, a2) since a2 - a, > 1. Thus

I5'n5(0,a2)n5(x,r)l/l5(x,r)l = 1 and by (3) of Lemma4.1,

17*2 C\B(x, r)\l\B(x, r)\ > 1 - 2-m-x+c"

for every positive integer m such that r < 1/m.   Set $2 = T^ U (F2 n 5(0, a2)).

Continue inductively. Having defined <ï>fc for fc < s so that $t C ^ n

5(0, ak), \$kI > * and l$fc n 5(x, r)l/l5(x, r)l > 1 - 2"m-(*-1)+cn for x G

*fc_i and r < 1/m, let Ps+1 be a closed set of measure greater than s + 1 for

which *s C Ps+ ! C 5' O 5(0, a4 +1 ) and for which (1), (2) and (3) of Lemma

4.1 hold with M2 = $s, p = s and Mx = E' D 5(0, ai+J).    Since

I7Í' n5(0, as+1) D 5(x, r)l/l5(x, r)l equals 1 for each x in O, and r < 1, (3)

of the lemma implies that l?i+1 n5(x, r)l/l5(x, r)\ > 1 - 2~s~m+cn for each

positive integer m for which r < 1/m.     Set í>í+1  = Ps+X  U (FJ+1  n

*(0,as+1)).

The sequence {$*}»;>! satisfies tne conditions of the theorem. Q.E.D.

We observe that by suitable choice of ax and Px, $x can be made to con-

tain a specified compact subset of E'.
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If F is a Gs set of measure 0 in F", an increasing sequence of compact

subsets of R" satisfying the conditions of Corollary 1 will be called a Zahorski

sequence for F.

Theorem 1.   7,ef F be a Gs set of measure 0 in Rn.  There exists a real

valued, measurable function u defined on R" having the following properties:

(1) 0<M<1.

(2) u is 0 precisely on F.

(3) u is continuous at each point of E.

(4) For every x0 in Rn and every e > 0, fAere is an r > 0 swcA fAaf u(x)

< (1/(1 - e))u(xQ) whenever x is in B(x0, r).

(5) Every x in R" is a Lebesgue point of u.

Proof. Let {$k}k>x be a Zahorski sequence for F. A closed set *r

will now be defined for each number r of the form m/2s, where m and s are

positive integers and m > 2s. These closed sets will satisfy these two conditions:

(a) <Iy C <i>5 if s > s',

(b) $s' consists only of points of density of $a if s > s'.

For each odd integer k > 2, k = 2m + 1, let tPk,2 be a closed set with

*m C *Jt/2 C *m + l md '*fc/2 I > ^(l$m + l ' + '*« ')» for which everv Point

of i>m is a point of density of &k¡2 and every point of <ï>fc/2 is a point of den-

sity of *m + 1. Such a set exists by Lemma 1. Having defined &r/2k for all r >

2k and all k < s, let i>r/2J+1, r > 2*+1, r = It + 1, be a closed set with

*r/2*C<ïV/2*+i C*(,+ i)/2*   ^    '*r/2*+i ' > ^(l*(i+i)/2«1).

for which each point of $f .2S is a point of density of <ï> ,2i+i and each point

of *r/2*+i is a Point of density of *(i+1)/2,.

Now let X be any real number greater than or equal to 1 and define i>^ =

nm>\2* *m/2*- The collection of closed sets {*x}x>! also satisfies (a)

and (b).

Define the function u on R" by

\l/inf{Xlp£«I>x}  if p$E,
u(p) = ]

(0 if pEE.

Properties (1) and (2) from the statement of the theorem follow immediately

from the definition of u.  (3)-(5) will now be verified.

Let p be in F, and let e > 0 be arbitrary. If r is less than dist(p, $!/e),

then B(p, r) n $x ̂  is empty and u(x) is less than e for x in B(p, r). Thus u is

continuous on F.

Let x0 be in F', and let e > 0 be arbitrary.    If r is less than

dist(x0, *(i_e)/u(xo)), then u(x) < u(x0)/(l - e) for all x in 77(x0, r). Thus (4)

holds. This property ensures that u is measurable.
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Since u is continuous on F, (5) holds for every x in F.  Let x0 be in F'

and let e > 0 be arbitrary. Since x0 is in *(i+e/2)/u(x )' *o *s a Pomt °f den-

sity of *(1+£)/„(X0) and thus of {y \u(y) > u(x0)/(l + e)}.   This, together with

(4) and the boundedness of u, yields (5).

Thus « satisfies all the required conditions. Q.E.D.

If F is a G6 set of measure 0 in R", a collection of closed sets {*\}x>i>

constructed in the manner of the first part of the proof of this last theorem, will

be called a Zahorski collection for F. The function

Í l/infJXlx£*x},     x£F,
u(x) = \

(0, xEE,

will be called the corresponding inverse Zahorski function.

Applications to S(n, T) and 7,(n, T). An immediate consequence of Theo-

rem 1 is

Theorem 2. If E is a G6 set of measure 0 in R", then there is a function

in L(n, T) of norm 1 wA/cA vanishes precisely on E.

Proof.  Let m be an inverse Zahorski function for F. u has norm 1 and

vanishes precisely on F.  Since, in addition, every point of R" is a Lebesgue

point of u, u satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Q.E.D.

If F is a Gs of measure 0 contained in R" and if F is a compact subset of

F', then it is possible to find a Zahorski collection {*x)x>i f°r F for which F

is a subset of 4>j. The corresponding inverse Zahorski function has norm 1, is

0 on F and identically 1 on F.  Since every point of R" is a Lebesgue point of

u, u is in 7,(n, T). We therefore also have

Theorem 3. 7/F is a Gs of measure 0 in R" and if Fis a compact sub-

set ofR", disjoint from E, then there is a function of norm 1 in 7,(n, T) which

is Oat each point ofE and 1 at each point of F.

Corollary 2. If{wk}k>x is an arbitrary sequence of distinct points in

R" and if{ak}k>x is an absolutely summable sequence of real numbers, then

there is a function g in L(n, T) for which g(wk) = ak for all k.

Proof. For each i, let 5,. be a G6 of measure 0 containing {wk}k>1 -

{w¡}and not containing w¡. Let u¡ be an inverse Zahorski function for S¡ for

which u¡(w¡) = 1.

Since 2k-x \ak I < °° and IIw(- R „„ = 1 for all i, every point of R" is a Le-

besgue point of the function g = 2k=x akuk. Thus£ is in 7,(n, T). Since

ui(wk) = 5fk' g(wk) = ak for every *■  Q.E.D.

Corollary 3. If{wk}k>x is a convergent sequence of distinct points of
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Rn with limit w ^wk any k and if{ak}k>x is an arbitrary sequence ofO's and

l's, then there is a function g in L(n, T), with llgll.. = 1, for which g(wk) = ak

for all k.

The proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.

Lemma 2.   Let f be in L^(R") and let E be a G6 of measure 0 containing

{xlx £ L(f)}. If u is an inverse Zahorski function for E, then ufis in L(n, T).

Proof.  It is sufficient to show that L(uf) = Rn. If x is in E, u(x) = 0

and

lim J(\uf-u(x)f(x)\, B(x, r))/\B(x, r)\ = lim /(lui, 5(x, r))/l5(x, r)\ = 0.
r-*0 r-*0

If x £ E, then x is a Lebesgue point of both u and / and so also for the
product.    Q.E.D.

Thus every function in L^(Rn) can be multiplied by a suitable inverse Za-

horski function so that the product is in L(n, T).

Theorem 4. If fis in L^(Rn) and if F is a compact subset of the Le-

besgue points off, then there isa function in L(n, T) whose restriction to Fisf.

Proof.   Let E be a Gs of measure 0 disjoint from F, which contains

{x G5"lx $L(f)}.  Let {^}x>i be a Zahorski collection for E with F C *,

and let u be the corresponding inverse Zahorski function, uf is the required func-

tion.  Q.E.D.

Consequently L(n, T) is locally dense in measure in L^(R"), i.e. if F is a

compact subset of R", then there is a sequence of functions in L(n, T) which

converges in measure to / on F.

Lemma 2 may be applied to characterize the extreme points of the unit

ball of S(n,T).

Theorem 5.   F is an extreme point of the unit ball ofS(n, T) if and only

if \F\ = 1 a.e.

Proof.  If \F\ = 1 a.e., then F is an extreme point of the unit ball of

L^(Rn) and hence also of S(n, T). Conversely, suppose F fails to have modulus

1 at each point of some subset of R" of positive measure.  Let E be a G6 of

measure 0 in R" containing {x G R" Ix £7,(1 - \F\)}. Let « be an inverse Za-

horski function for E.  By Lemma 5.1, h(1 - IFI) is in L(n, T) and so in S(n, T).

Since «(1 -lFl)<l- IFI, ll«(l - IFI)-FIL<1 and IIh(1 - IFI) + FBM<1

so that F is not extreme. Q.E.D.

It is easy to see that the same result holds for the unit ball of L(n, T), i.e.

F is an extreme point of the unit ball of 7,(n, T) if and only if IFI = 1 a.e. If
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IFI = 1 a.e., then F is an extreme point of S(n, T) and so also of L(n, T). If

F is in L(n, T), then it follows from the inequality

J(\ IFI - lF(x)l I, 5(x, r)) <J(\F-F(x)\, B(x, r))

that 1 - IFI is also in 7,(n, T). Thus if IFI is less than 1 on a set of positive

measure, then G = 1 - IFI is a function in 7,(n, T) which satisfies IF- Gil« <

1 and IIF + Gi„ < 1 so that F is not extreme.

Theorem 6. L(n, T) is not the dual of a Banach space.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the only extreme points of the unit

ball of L(n, T) are the constant functions 1 and -1. That this is so is a conse-

quence of the following lemma:

Lemma 3.   Iff is a function in L(n, T) which assumes the value 0 or 1

a.e., then f is constant.

Proof.   Let g(x) =/(x)(l -f(x)). Since

g(x) = lim J(g, B(x, r))l\B(x, r)\ = 0
r-*o

for each x in Rn, f actually assumes the values 0 or 1 everywhere.

Let K = {x G 7?" I /is discontinuous at x}. It is sufficient to show that K

is empty.

Suppose K is not empty.

Claim. If x0 G K, then every neighborhood of x0 contains some x in K

for which f(x) ^f(x0).

Proof of Claim.   Let x0 be in K and suppose, without loss of generality,

that/(x0) = 1. Let 5(x0, r) be an arbitrary ball in Rn with center at x0 and

having radius r. Let s be any number in (0, r/2). Since /is discontinuous at

x0, there is some a in 5(x0, s) for which f(a) = 0. If a is in K, we are done. If

a is not in K, f is continuous at a and so vanishes in a neighborhood of a.  Set

ta = supf {r > 01/is identically 0 in B(a, t)}. B(a, ta) is a subset of 5(x0, r)

and is not tangent to 5(x0, r) at any point. (Otherwise we would have x0 in

B(a, ta) but /(x0) = 1.) Let x be an arbitrary point on the boundary of

B(a, ta). We have

fix) = lim J(f, B(x, r))l\B(x, r)\
r-*0

= lim/tf B(x, r) n B(a, ta)')/\B(x, r)\
r-*0

< lim I5(x, r) f\B(a, ia)'l/l5(x, r)\< 1.
r-*0

Thus f(x) = 0 and /vanishes on the boundary of B(a, ta). By choice of ta and
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compactness of the boundary,/must have at least one discontinuity x' on the

boundary of B(a, ta). Since x is in K nB(x0, r) and f(x) *f(x0), the proof

of the claim is complete.

Now let xx be in K with f(xx) = 1 and let 0 < rx < lA be such that for

0 <r<rv J(f, B(xx, r))/\B(xx, r)l > 1 - Vi.
Let x2 be any point in K O F(xj, rx) for which /(x2) = 0, and let 0 <

r2 < Vi2 be such that for 0 < r < r2,J(f, B(x2, r))/\B(x2, r)l< të2 and

B(x2,r2)CB(xx,rx).

Continue defining xk and rk inductively as follows:  If k is odd, let xk be

any point in K n F(xfc_j, rk_x) for which /(xfc) = 1 and let 0 < rk < Vik be

such that for 0 < r < rk, B(xk, r) C B(xk_x, rk_x) and J(f, B(xk, r))l\B(xk, r)\

> 1 - Vik. If A: is even choose xk and rk in a similar way except that f(xk) = 0

and /(/ B(xk, r))l\B(xk, r)\ < Vz* for 0 < r < rk. Let x be in the intersection

of the B(xk, rk). Then

"Üm" \J(f-f(x),B(xk, rk))\l\B(xk, rk)\
k-*—

<{\B(x,2rk)\/\B(xk,rk)\}

x lim 7(l/-/(x)l,F(x, 2rk))/\B(x, 2rk)\ = 0.
Ac-»-o

But this implies that f(x) must be both 0 and 1 which is impossible. Q.E.D.

The example

!1    ifx>0,0   ifx = 0,

-1   ifx<0,

shows that there are nonconstant extreme points of the unit ball of S(n, T).
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